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Monthly Progress Report: February 25, 1975
Investigation No. 469
a.l. CARETS--Land use analysis: No change.
a.2. CARETS--Land use climatology: During the period of this re-
port the climatology team has involved itself with 1). the manip-
ulation of channel 21, S-192 tape data in the Baltimore-Washington
area; 2). refining the technique of calibrating the channel 21 data
to the terrestrial surface; and 3). setting-up Outcalt's simulator
on the computer here at: USGS Headquarters. Progress has been made
in all areas to the extent- that it is now possible to use the Skylab
data, as well as data from Aircraft Mission 55M, to compare with
simulations run on the Outcalt mode]..
a.3. Census Cities: Interpretation and change detection utilizing
Skylab 3, S-190B coverage have been completed for the 400 sq. km .
area (sheet 560-660, Atlas of Urban and Regional Change) centering
around New Haven, Connecticut. Land use and land use change maps
at a scale of 1:100,000 have been compiled and will appear in the
final report to be submitted in June. All Level II (USGS Circular 671)
urban and built-up categories could be identified from the S-190B
imagery, as well as some more precise sub-categories under resi-
dential and transportation. Agricultural land could be distin-
guished only at a Level I degree of detail. Open land in the
urbanized area was defined solely on the basis of cover under the
appropriate observable Level II category, i.e., improved (golf
course, cemetery, etc.), forested, (decidicus, coniferous, mixed),
or wetland (forested, non-forested). Various categories of water
and barren land were easily delimited under appropriate Level II
listings.
Changes between 1970-1973 were few and small in size in this
essentially dense, urban core area. Most changes involved open
land changing to small residential tracts or commercial areas,
ponds being drained or additions being made existing, industrial
areas. Several of the latter type involved the expansion of oil
tank farms, indicating an increased oil storage/wholesaling capacity
for the area between 1970-1973. Other types of changes and their
possible implications will be documented in the final report to
be submitted under this contract.
Work on the Phoenix test site involves similar interpretation and
charge detection being performed on the 400 sq. km . area (sheet
700-400, Atlas of Urban and Regional Change) that includes Scottsdale,
Paradise Valley and western Phoenix. As in New Haven, all Level II
urban and built-up categories can be delimited from the S-190B
imagery. Difficulty is being encountered, however, in distinguishing
multi-family housing from single-family housing. Changes in this
area between 1970 and 1973 seem to have occurred primarily north
of the Arizona Canal and mainly involve desert trushland changing
to residential use.
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Work on the Washington and San Francisco sites has started and will
be detailed in future progress reports.
b. Recommendations concerning decisions and/or actions required to
ensure attainment of the experiment's scientific objectives: At
the present time a final decision has not been made regarding the
PCM count intervals for the 5055-4 data requested in the December,
1974 monthly report. However, this decision should be forthcoming
in the March report.
c. Expected accomplishments during the next report periods: Two
major tasks remain to be performed. One is to produce a gray map
of temperature distribution for the Baltimore-Washington area,
which will illustrate the relationship between land use and the
thermal regime. The other is to begin running simulations on the
Outcalt model for various land uses and then compare these "predicted"
values with those obtained from the scanners on aircraft mission 55M
and Skylab 3.
d. Significant results and their relationship to practical a4Ricatio
or operational problems: Several products were derived from the
S-192 tapes this reporting period. Attachment 1 is the printout of
temperatures in degrees Celsius. It was derived from PCM counts
using the Pease's modified gray-window technique in the January
monthly report. The variables are as follows: R2 = spectral
radiance received at the spacecraft''in watts/cm2 /um/stet; RO =
spectral radiance leaving the earth's surface in watts/cm 2/um/s ter;
N = global spectral radiance at the earth's surface in watts/cm`/um;
and W = global radiance at the earth's surface in watts/cm 2 . Attach-
ment 2 is a histogram depicting number of pixel elements per PUI
count. Attachment 3 is a statistical summary providing the mean,,
median, mode, standard deviation, and coefficient of skewness. All
three Attachments are for the same 10 x 10 block-smoothed scene
covering the Baltimore-Washington corridor including Chesapeake Bay.
Robert Pease has continued work on documenting the calibration of
the data. To improve upon the basic technique included in last
month's report we now have a more refined version which goes beyond
documentation and makes suggestions for improving data collection
operations.
Another accomplishment this month was getting the Outcalt simulator
set up on the USGS computer. On February 14, Samuel Outcalt visited
the National Center and along with Carol Jenner (one of John Lewis'
students) modified the latest version of the simulator to run on
the computer here. The input data to the model are basically meteor-
ological and geographical in nature. Attachment 4 is a sample of
the output derived from a climatic simulation based on a medium
density residential area. The output data is presented in three
matrices: 1) radiation values in langleys/minute; 2) energy balance
constituents (RN = net radiation, S = soil heat flux, H = sensible






in degrees Celsius; and 3) soil temperature matrix. The next step
will be to run simulations for various land uses using meteorological
data from August 5, 1973 and compare these values with those actually
observed by Skylab's scanner.
e. Summary outlook for remaining effort to be performed: No change.
f. Travel summary and plans: Samuel Outcalt visited the National
Center on February 14 as described in section d. From April 20 to
April 23, Robert Alexander, Harry Lins, John Lewis, I'.obert Pease, and
Samuel Outcalt will be in Milwaukee, Wisconsin to make the presen-
tations at the Association of American Geographers annual meeting.
While there they will collaborate on the manuscript production for
the Skylab final report.
Approved:
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Attachment 1— PCM count to temperature ( P C) conversion
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Attachment k -- Sample of output from the
Outcalt climate simulator
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